
INFINITE CHOICES
INFINITE POSSIBILITIES

Introducing the NEW era of 
      Cordless Hygiene Handpiece

INFINITE CHOICES
Enjoy the flexibility of a cordless handpiece without sacrificing freedom 
of choice. Works with any doriot style disposable prophy angle.

EASY ADAPTION
Cordless foot pedal controls speed without restricting range of 
motion. No need to adjust technique or purchase additional 
accessories. Unique nosecone design features a 360° swivel, allowing 
for greater access and maneuverability without compromising form.

EXCEPTIONAL ENGINEERING
Features a light-weight form and well balanced design for ergonomic 
comfort.  Enjoy a full range of motion and greater access without the 
burdens of cord drag.

INFINITE POSSIBILITIES
Comprehensive kit includes 3 autoclavable nose cones, reducing the 
need for multiple handpieces per operatory. Portable design allows 
clinicians and practitioners to explore new avenues of patient care 
outside the traditional boundaries of the operatory. 

Young™ Infinity Cordless Hygiene System Includes:
1 Cordless Handpiece, 1 Cordless Foot Pedal, 1 Handpiece Cradle, 3 
Replacement Nosecones, Charging Cords, 25 Disposable Barrier Sleeves

Item # 295737
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“ This is a GAME CHANGER! 
 Cordless, light weight, easy 
 to use, and I can pick any 
 angle I choose...no 
 restrictions...literally!”

“ The Infinity is by far 
 the quietest and 
 smoothest cordless 
 handpiece I have 
 used in practice.”

“ This cordless handpiece blew my mind! The sleek 
 design, power and ergonomic design were a real 
 plus. And because it can be used with ANY prophy 
 angle, I get to use MY favorite angle, not someone 
 else’s - now that’s #winning!”

“ The Young Cordless Handpiece is incredibly easy to 
 use and a huge game changer when it comes to cordless 
 handpieces. The speed and power are a hygienist's 
 dream! It is able to power through stain. Being cordless 
 allows for a quicker, more effective polish.””

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:

295721
(1) Handpiece

295792
(1) Foot Controller

including Stick

295791
(1) Removable

Nosecone

295788
(1) Charger Power Cord 

and Removable Plugs

295789
(1) Handpiece

Cradle

295790
(3) O-Ring

295831
(500) Disposable

Barrier Sleeve

Weight

Dimensions

Power Source

Prophy Angles Accepted

Nosecone Swivel

Foot Pedal

Motion

Speed Control

Speed Range

118 grams

28mm Dia. x 160mm

Rechargeable Lithium Ion Battery

All Doriot Style

YES

YES

Rotary

Foot Pedal

Variable 500-3000 RPM

TECHNICAL SPECS:


